For an Indo-UK collaborative research on South Asian monsoon funded by the Ministry of Earth Sciences under its National Monsoon Mission Programme, applications are invited for the following temporary position.

**Title: Project Trainee/Project Assistant**

Number of positions: 18  
Duration : 6 months  

Job Description: To work under the supervision of IMD Officials and help in launching radiosondes. One person each is required at the following stations:

Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Chennai, Gwalior, Gorakhpur, Hyderabad, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Lucknow, Mangalore, Mumbai, Nagpur, Patna, Port Blair, Ranchi, Trivandrum

Minimum Qualification: BSc or 3-year Diploma in Engineering. Retired IMD/IAF person below 65 years age and with experience in radiosonde operations can also apply. Those having experience in radiosonde operations given preference.

Monthly Remuneration: Rs. 15,000/- (fixed)

e-mail to the application along with CV to bhat@caos.iisc.ernet.in. State the subject as :IMDPT

**Application deadline:** 20 April 2016.